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Abstract

In the case of comparing means of various groups, data exploration and comparison for

affecting factors or relative indices would be involved. This process is not only complex

requiring extensive statistical knowledge and methods, but also challenging for the complex

installation of existing tools for users who lack of statistical knowledge and coding experi-

ence. Like, the normal distribution and equal variance are crucial premises of parametric

statistical analysis. But some studies reported that associated data from various industries

violated the normal distribution and equal variance, parametric analysis still involved leading

to invalid results. This is owing to that the normal distribution tests and homogeneity of vari-

ance test for different variables are time-cost and error-prone, posing an urgent need for an

automatic and user-friendly analysis application, not only integrating normal distribution

tests and homogeneity of variance test, but also associated the following statistical analysis.

To address this, we developed a Shiny/R application, moreThanANOVA, which is an inter-

active, user-friendly, open-source and cloud-based visualization application to achieve auto-

matic distribution tests, and correlative significance tests, then customize post-hoc analysis

based on the considerations to the trade-off of Type I and Type II errors (deployed at https://

hanchen.shinyapps.io/moreThanANOVA/). moreThanANOVA enables novice users to per-

form their complex statistical analyses quickly and credibly with interactive visualization and

download publication-ready graphs for further analysis.

Introduction

When comparing means of various groups, data exploration and comparison associated with

various statistical knowledge and methods would be involved [1–3]. Like, most significant sta-

tistical analysis would require to assessing the assumption of normality, especially in paramet-

ric statistical analysis, the normal distribution being an underlying premise. This owing to the

central limit theorem (CLT), when independent random variables are added, their properly

normalized sum tends toward a normal distribution. CLT is the theoretical foundation for the
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premise of parametric statistical analysis. Interestingly, according to some studies [4–6], the

associated real data covering various industries presented high levels of deviations and skewed

distributions, and parametric statistical analysis still involved tendering unreliable conclusions.

When data violate the normal distribution, data transformation (like z-scores or generalized

logit) often is applied to comply the normal distribution [7]. If the transformed data still violate

the assumption of normality or homogeneity of variance, non-parametric tests or other test

methods should be concerned to reflect the data distributions, instead of parametric tests.

Hence, the normality test and homogeneity of variance test procedures are the premises of sig-

nificance tests. When the normality or homogeneity of variance assumption is violated and

still applied parametric tests, rendering unreliable or invalid results with lower power of a test.

As mentioned above, the assessments of normality and homogeneity of variance for data is

crucial, but these processes are iterative and error-prone, so they need to be automated. After

the parametric analysis or non-parametric analysis is determined, significance tests and post-

hoc analysis would be assessed, which require multiple steps of data processing, substantial sta-

tistical knowledge, complex installation in specific computational environments, and experi-

enced coding skills. In addition, there is no uniform test method for the post-hoc tests yet,

which is according to the focus of research, mainly controlling Type I or Type II errors, and

this could be another step misleading the results of significance analysis.

Visual representations of data are key tools to achieve widespread use of data analytics with

visual insight to patterns of the observed data in a simple and easy way. In this case, we devel-

oped an R code application, moreThanANOVA, which is an effective, automatic, free, open-

source and cloud-based data analysis and visualization application, to quickly and accurately

perform the automatic distribution tests and significance tests, and customized post-hoc tests

(deployed at https://hanchen.shinyapps.io/moreThanANOVA/). The user interface of mor-

eThanANOVA is displayed in Fig 1. This application only requires an input table with each

column as a variable and except the first column as treatments or groups labels. Users can

highly customize the methods of post-hoc analysis and style of graphics files, then output

high-quality figures reaching publication levels, to meet the data exploration and comparison

from different industries.

Statistical methods and stages

The stages of moreThanANOVA are (1) automatic data exploration, data distribution tests,

homogeneity of variance test, and data visualization with density plot; (2) based on the data

distribution, and the number of groups, automatically determining the methods of significance

tests from the Student’s t-test, one-way Analysis of Variance (ANOVA), Wilcoxon Signed

Rank test, Wilcoxon Rank Sum test and Kruskal-Wallis H test [8–11]. Besides, users can

Monte Carlo Permutation Test in side bar when unknown distribution or small sample size is

involved; (3) based on the considerations to the trade-off of Type I and Type II errors, users

implementing the methods of post-hoc analysis from the Tukey’s test, Dunn’s test, Bonfer-

roni/Holm test, Hochberg/Hommel test, and data visualization through highly customized

box point plot with significance levels [12–15].

Data distribution tests

The normal distribution and equal variance are an underlying assumption of many signifi-

cance tests, so we determine the distribution and variance of data through distribution tests

and homogeneity of variance test first. In moreThanANOVA, the Shapiro-Wilk test is applied

to confirm data are normalized distribution or not, since the Shapiro-Wilk test presents higher
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test power of normal distribution compared with the Kolmokolov-Smirov test [16–18]. The

Levene test is involved in the homogeneity of variance test.

Significance tests

A significance test is a method often used to determine if there is any difference between two

or more grouped data [19]. A significance test is a statistical hypothesis test, in which the origi-

nal hypothesis is usually defined as "there are no significant differences between samples".

Before performing a significance test on data, the method of significant analysis needs to be

selected based on the data distribution and the number of groups, owing to these two factors

being in line with various significance tests. If the data are normalized and equal variance,

parametric analysis should be adopted to perform significance tests. While data violate the

assumption of normality or equal variance, non-parametric tests should be involved at the

stage of significance tests. Additionally, benefiting from the computational-intensive theory, it

is possible for the data with unknown distribution and a small sample size to deduce more

robust statistical results through permutation tests (Monte Carlo permutation test) [20], com-

pared with rank tests. moreThanANOVA covers all the scenarios of parametric tests and non-

parametric tests, automatically performing the reliable significance test, which is a user-

friendly process. Details are displayed in Fig 2.

Post-hoc tests

Owing to the result of significance tests for multiple data groups, it can only test that if there is

any difference between all data groups, without pointing out differences between particular

groups, therefore post-hoc analysis is associated to assess the significant differences between

particular groups [21]. To date, there has been no uniform solution for post-hoc tests, owing

to the considerations to the trade-off of Type I and Type II errors [19]. To achieve its widely

Fig 1. The user interface of Comparisons tab of moreThanANOVA. Reprinted under a CC BY license, with the permission from Han Chen, original

copyright 2022.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0271185.g001
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application, in moreThanANOVA, users can customize the post-hoc tests from Tukey’s test,

Dunn’s test, Bonferroni/Holm test and Hochberg/Hommel test.

Programming implementation

moreThanANOVA is entirely implemented in R language, whose construction relies on

Shiny, a framework to make interactive web applications [22, 23]. Considering the require-

ments for various statistical analysis, moreThanANOVA involved three statistical analysis

steps and panels, namely data input, data analysis, and data output, with details as below.

Data input

In moreThanANOVA, input data table should be in.csv format using UTF-8 encoding, with

each column as a variable and except the first column as treatments or groups labels. The

input data table can be uploaded to the application through the Data Source panel of Data

Viewer tab. The value of variables should be integer or float, while other data types are not sup-

ported. When treated the datasets from same source, the column name should keep in

accordance.

The presentation of raw data can be found in the Data Viewer tab, to ensure data read

entirely by moreThanANOVA and contents fit the requirements of moreThanANOVA. After

the check of input data, the raw data are ready for further analysis.

Data analysis

In the Data Analysis tab, moreThanANOVA would perform the distribution tests for the dif-

ferent treatments/groups data. As a widely applicable test of distribution tests, the Shapiro-

Wilk test is performed by shapiro.test() in stat package. With the significance threshold being

Fig 2. The selection of significance tests based on different scenarios.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0271185.g002
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set at p value> 0.05 in default, when the results all showing with p value > 0.05, these data are

normally distributed with marking as normal, or vice versa labelling non-normal, with the

results presenting in a table at Data Distribution panel.

At the Comparison Methods panel of this tab, based on if each variable for different treat-

ments/groups is normally distributed or not and the number of groups, moreThanANOVA

would determine the following significant statistical methods automatically, details as follows:

1. When data are divided into only two groups, and each group is normalized, t-test would be

associated with significance tests [9, 24, 25].

2. When data are divided into more than two groups, and each group is normally distributed,

one-way ANOVA is applied to the significance tests [26, 27].

3. When paired data are divided into two groups, and either group violates the normality or

equal variance assumption, the significance tests would base on the Wilcoxon Signed Rank

test [10, 28].

4. When independent data are divided into two groups, and either group violates the normal

or equal variance assumption, the significance tests would base on the Wilcoxon Rank Sum

test [10, 29].

5. When data are divided into multiple groups, with none of the groups are normalized or

equal variance, the significance test would base on the Kruskal-Wallis H test [11, 19].

Additionally, as mentioned above, to deduce a more robust conclusion, moreThanANOVA

adopts Monte Carlo permutation test by default for data that violate the normal distribution,

especially the data whose distribution is unknow and with small sample size [20, 30, 31]. In

addition, the test method for non-parametric tests panel in the side bar can switch the methods

between rank tests and Monte Carlo permutation test, with rank tests by default.

Based on the scenarios mentioned above, moreThanANOVA would automatically deter-

mine the methods of significance tests in Comparison Method panel for each variable for dif-

ferent treatments/groups. In the case of all variables are normalized and equal variance,

parametric tests would be involved, or non-parametric tests would be associated to insure the

significant statistical methods being applied appropriately.

Eventually, based on the distribution of each variable for different treatments or groups,

moreThanANOVA presents data linking with visualization approach (density plot and Q-Q

plot) to assist in displaying the data distribution [32–34].

Data output

The data output is presented in Comparisons tab, with significance tests between groups pan-

els listing statistical coefficients, p-values, degrees of freedom and significance test methods.

The Data Summary panel displays commonly used descriptive indicators including Mean,

Standard Error (SE), Median, Inter Quartile Range (IQR) and significance levels for post-hoc

analysis for each variable, which grouped by different treatments. As mentioned above, based

on the hypothesis of CLT, when data violate the normal distribution, median and IQR should

represent the characters of data instead of means or SE [35].

For post-hoc analysis, there is not a uniform test method yet, therefore post-hoc analysis

should be decided according to the researcher’s focus, considering to the trade-off of Type I

and Type II errors. This option can be customized in the side bar of Post-Hoc Test panel.

Box plot and its derivatives are a class of statistical graphs used to describe the variation of

grouped data and the display of significance [36–38]. In the Post-Hoc Test panel,
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moreThanANOVA provides a highly customized and user-friendly interface to set X/Y names

and styles, display switches for significant p-values/asterisk, layout, and specifications of

box point plot. moreThanANOVA allows users to download the customized figures with pub-

lication quality for further analysis.

Practical case study

The four steps of using moreThanANOVA are (1) uploading files or try the demo at the Data

Source panel, (2) clicking the Data Viewer tab to ensure data read entirely by moreThanA-

NOVA, (3) clicking the Exploratory Data Analysis tab to ensure the results of normality test

and homogeneity of variance test, in addition with density plot and Q-Q plot, (4) clicking the

Comparisons tab to ensure and customize statistic methods, post-hoc test then output custom-

ized publication level figures. Besides the basic function, the customized characteristics of set-

ting threshold of Shapiro-Wilk test, the paired or unpaired test, the involve of permutation

test, and the method of post-hoc test can be found in the side bar, to perform the customized

and easy significance test.

Binary data

The demo data of binary data is ToothGrowth data (Demo2) in Data Source panel. First, in

Data Viewer tab, the original data can be found, with two columns. Secondly, in Exploratory

Data Analysis tab, the variable-len is normal and equal variance and t- test is suggested. While

for the variable-dose is non-normal and unpaired, Wilcoxon Rank Sum test is suggested.

Thirdly, in Comparisons tab, the results of Exploratory Data Analysis tab are displayed in

Select statistic methods panel. If the users prefer other significance test, they can customize in

Select statistic methods panel, only with possible statistical analyses as candidates. Finally, the

users can customize their high-quality figures then download them.

Multivariate data

The demo data of multivariate data is Iris data (Demo1) in Data Source Panel. First, in Data

Viewer tab, the original data with four variables are listed. Secondly, in Exploratory Data Anal-

ysis tab, the Sepal.Length, Petal.Length and Petal.Width are non-normal and Kruskal-Wallis H

test is suggested. Since Sepal.Width is normal and equal variance, one-way ANOVA is

involved. Thirdly, in Comparisons tab, the recommended statistic methods are listed in

Selected statistical methods panel. Finally, the users can customize and download their high-

quality figures.

Conclusions and outlook

To implement the parametric tests as well as the Wilcoxon/ Kruskal-Wallis test, we used the

stats package [39]; to implement the Monte Carlo Permutation test, we used the coin package

[40]; to implement post-hoc tests, we used the stats package and the rcompanion package [39,

41].

moreThanANOVA is a lightweight, open-source, cloud-based and user-friendly Shiny/R

application to visualize and annotate data exploration and comparison for users with limited

statistical knowledge and programming experience, outputting reliable and high-quality

results relied on highly customized procedures. The function of this app is like its name (mor-

eThanANOVA), aiming at more than ANOVA with non-parametric tests and Monte Carlo

permutation test integrating. moreThanANOVA is a wide range of applications can be applied

by users to compare means of groups. Additionally, advanced users can deploy
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moreThanANOVA on local or public servers to provide on-line moreThanANOVA to other

users. The development of moreThanANOVA is still proceeding to add more statistical analy-

sis and visualization tool, which might apply to discrete data.
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